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- Based on bullet hell roguelike mechanics. - Open
world, unlimited ammo, full health, no

checkpoints, and thousands of procedurally
generated levels. - Large emphasis on

momentum. - Experienced and challenging,
without the need to learn a complex control
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scheme. - Classic shooting game which takes full
advantage of the touch screen. - Story Mode: 30
levels with a final boss. - Endless Mode: Endless

procedurally generated levels. - Not easy, but not
too hard either. Challenging, but not impossible to

complete. - Classic Shooter with new twists. -
Awesome graphical style, with charming
characters. Main Features: - Procedurally

generated levels. - 8 classes and 4 paths. - 10
different types of enemies each with special

abilities. - 8 maps with bullet hell style gameplay.
- Aiming with the touch screen. - Classic shooter
with new spin and lots of weapons. - Smooth fps
to deliver a smooth experience. - 3 easy difficulty
levels. - Great soundtrack by Sunboi and Mochi. -

Retina display optimized. Police Crime Scene
Investigation is a fun crime simulation. The game
offers the player the opportunity to solve a crime

by carefully examining the crime scene and
looking for pieces of evidence. Pieces of evidence
are obtained by using the evidence scanner and
are then analyzed in a crime lab. If the analyst is

satisfied, then the case is solved. Are you ready to
solve a crime? Features: - Crime Scene

Investigation - Spot and Snap - 20 different kinds
of evidence - High replayability - Funny and casual
style What's New: - Released the 1.5 update. The
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unique art of "glow-in-the-dark" digital painting,
and all things related to glow art. Also features an
extensive particle system that can simulate real
life physics. Fully immersive to make you totally

immersed in the glow world. Also includes a score
creator where you can create your own glow

orchestra piece. The feature list is very extensive
and there are tons of documentation available so
you have little to worry about. You can install it on
your tablet in landscape mode or in portrait mode.

(Note that the first screen shot is landscape
mode) Current version contains 5 songs and 4

tracks that can be played with the included music
app. There are also 5 chiptune tracks that can be
loaded through media files. Version 1.0 was only

available to

Features Key:
forked from the worlds best open source survival game DayZ, designed by huge passion game

community and team from GSC Gamestudio
event driven, many unique npcs!

push data for everyone using same connection
Official support - Official Dev help!

 Lots of custom objects, doors, flyers, suits, animation, fancy boxes, controller, stowing and more
with destructible environment and lots of mission types

Highly customizable player appearance: 22 skin colours, stats, tribe
single player, co-op, multiplayer, bots AI is very good for both beginners and experienced

Isometric and isometric real time game engine to provide, lots of time and attention given to details
Very big game list with lots of tasks to challenge your survival ability

graphical customization of player skins and weapons
Every item can be customized, weapon, armor, etc

Player survive through a series of unique custom events such as game engine provides and in game
reasons,like being inserted explosives in your pants for that case

Key Features:
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